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Abstract: Visitor counting system is counter based system that count the number of visitors comes to a specific
area. This visitor counting system can be used at the entrance of the intended visitor counting area like market
place, shopping mall, pedestrian traffic management etc. for counting total number of visitor. It is very
important for getting information about how many visitors are present in a specific area at a given time.
Visitors can be counted by using different types of sensors namely infra-red sensor, laser beam, video camera
and thermal sensor. Literature shows that visitor can be counted accurate by using video camera with different
video processing methods. This paper shows an approach of visitor counting system based on video camera.
Images from video camera can be taken to computer via USB for different image processing and counting the
visitors. This visitor counting system can be implemented in Matlab Simulink and with the help of image
processing toolbox this system is able to count visitors efficiently.
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I.

Introduction

Now-a-days, it is important to have the specific information about the visitors in a specific place like
shopping mall, market place, departmental store, customer service center, and pedestrian traffic management
etc. at any given time. This specific information can help to analyze visitors‟ traffic pattern and movements in a
specific place. This specific information about the visitors can be collected by using visitor counting system.
Visitor counting system can be defined as a process which is utilized for measuring the number of visitor
passing by a specific area or specific passage of a specific location per unit of time. Visitor counting system has
the ability to analyze the travel direction of the visitors. Large numbers of people are moving around in all
direction in market place; railway platforms, customer service center, stations, shopping mall etc. and flow rate
of this people within a specified region could indicate the amount of visitor crossing this region within a definite
period of time. As mentioned earlier, visitor counting system has numbers of benefit. Visitor counting systems
in the shopping mall is important to know about the number of visitor come in normal time as well as if there
any promotions are given into that shopping mall, to analyze the success of the promotions and other
merchandising activities visitor counting system is one of the important parameters. Also, in retail stores,
counting is done as a form of intelligence-gathering. The use of visitor counting systems in the retail
environment is necessary to calculate the conversion rate, i.e., it can help to collect the statistical information on
the visitor flow at different periods of time over certain places. This is the key performance indicator of a store's
performance and is superior to traditional methods, which only take into account sales data [1]. It is also
important for customer service center because it can give the specific information about the customer
satisfaction and success of the customer service center.
Optimization of staff shifts can be benefited by correct visitor counting system. Density of visitor
traffic indicates the requirement of number of stuffs to serve them. Also, time selection of services like
maintenance, cleaning and arrangement of goods are typically done when traffic of the visitors are lowest. More
accurate visitor counting systems are also important for business research. It gives the market data about the
visitors and by using this data investors can optimize their investment in specific market place for their business
development. It always measure and analyze real time visitor traffic for business intelligence solutions. Precise
data regarding visitor entry and exit activities can be found by the visitor counting system which allows users to
make strategic decisions necessary for improving the performance of business. It benefits managers to realize
issues affecting human traffic and thus plan and optimize resources effectively. These factors may include
market research, special promotional activities, customer advertising campaign, new competition and
renovation. Shopping mall marketing professionals rely on visitor statistics to measure their marketing. Often,
shopping mall owners measure marketing usefulness with sales, and also use visitor statistics to technically
measure marketing usefulness. In addition, visitor counting system can give the information about the number of
visitor gather in railway platforms and stations at a specific timer or a certain period of time which reflects the
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statistics of the effectiveness. Consequently, visitor counting system can give the information about the most
visiting place of a country and from there tourist can get the information about the attractive visiting place of the
country.
In recent times, real-time visitor counting system are showing very beneficial information for numbers
of applications like people management or security service like pedestrian traffic management or tourists flow
estimation. Visitor counting must be carried out correctly for analyzing store performance perfectly. It is a „false
economy‟ to select a people counting system on the basis of cost alone. As management consultant Peter
Drucker once argued that “If you can‟t measure it, you can‟t manage it.” [2]. Moreover, many violent
crimes have increased and become serious problems for many institutions and commercial areas all over the
world [3]. Furthermore, visitors tracking and counting and analyzing their movements are important for the
office security or the marketing research.
Aforementioned discussion shows that, visitor counting system is very important for so many reasons
in recent era. So many research of visitor counting system is carried out recently [6-11]. Visitors are being
counted manually [4]. This can be counted automatically in different ways by using different types of sensors
namely infra-red sensor, laser beam, video camera and thermal sensor. Recently, video camera is being used for
visitor tracking and counting because of the rapid development of the image processing algorithms and
computer vision technology. Development of the real time interface devices in the simulation environment also
another reason for this increasing uses of video camera for visitor counting system. This paper shows an
automatic visitor counting approach using video camera. This is not a simple task, there are some situations
difficult to solve even with today's computer speeds (the algorithm has to operate in real-time so it makes limits
for the complexity of methods for detection and tracking). It is very hard to count the visitors when they enter or
leave in a group at a certain place. This problem can be solved by the utilization of fast growing computer vision
technology and high speed computer as a processor for counting. Visitors can be counted by taking continuous
pictures by video camera and passing these real time pictures continuously to computer through USB connector
for image processing. This image processing composes of segmentation, background elimination and blobs
detection etc. and can be done in Matlab Simulink platform. Details of the process are presented in the paper and
shows that, by this process visitor can be counted effectively.
Section II of this paper shows manual visitor counting system followed by automate visitor counting
system in section III. Afterwards, brief overview of segmentation is shown in section IV. Block diagram of
visitor counting system is shown in section V followed by detail description in section VI. Conclusions have
been drawn in section VII.

II.

Manual Visitor Counting System

Conventional method of visitor counting system is manual counting. Visitor can easily count the
number of people passing a specified area by using counter. Even though visitor can be counted accurately
within a short period of time, manual counting is labor intensive and highly costly [5]. Human labors have
limited attention span and reliability when large amount of data has to be analyzed over a long period of time,
especially in crowded conditions. It is also hard to deliver physical results in real-time for on-line surveillance.
Consequently, it is necessary to develop the automatic visitor counting system and this is not a simple task, there
are some situations difficult to solve even with today's technology.

III.

Automated Visitor Counting System

Visitor counting is a challenging scientific problem and related to lots of practical applications like
railway platform, monitoring the number of people sitting in front of a television set, counting people in the
elevator, trains, counting the number of people passing through security doors in shopping malls, counting
number of people presents in departmental store, counting number of visitor visit the recreation park and
counting the number of people working in the laboratory. One of the automated methods of counting visitor is
the microcontroller based counting system. Microcontroller based system normally used for counting for small
scale, but for large scale and commercial use this system have some limitations like lack of accuracy. Also
ultrasonic sensors can be used to count people, ultrasonic receivers can count the number of the people when it
detects the echo bouncing off from the people within the detection zone. The accuracy of counting degraded
when many objects walk across the detection region, especially person in front of the sensors blocked the
detection of other people. Also microwave sensors and weight-sensitive sensors are one of the devices that can
be used to count people. Due to rapid development of computer and computer vision system, it is possible to
count people using computer-vision even if the process is extremely costly in terms of computing operations and
resources. In general, counting people is important in surveillance based applications, market research and
people management. People detection by means of artificial vision algorithms is an active research field. Three
main research lines can be noted according to the distance of capturing people, thus limiting the number of
people given in a captured image [6]. Today, a lot of researches have been published in order to resolve such
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problem which is count people using video camera. This is not a simple task, there are some situations difficult
to solve even with today's computer speeds (the algorithm has to operate in real-time so it makes limits for the
complexity of methods for detection and tracking). But, high speed computer as a processor and rapid
development of computer vision and image processing algorithm make it comparatively easier to solve this
problem.

IV.

Segmentation

One of the most crucial steps in many engineering applications of computer vision is that of
segmentation. Image segmentation is the process of dividing an image into multiple parts. This is typically used
to identify objects or other relevant information in digital images. Processes of image segmentation from Matlab
Image processing Toolbox are shown in the following flowchart:

Step 1: Read Image

Step 2:
Use Morphological Opening to Estimate the Background

Step 3: Subtract the Background Image from the Original
Image

Step 4: Increase the Image Contrast

Step 5: Threshold the Image

Step 6: Identify Objects in the Image

Figure 1: Flow chart of segmentation to detect the object
Fig 1 shows the flow chart of example of the segmentation process for identifying the object of the
image in Matlab Image processing Toolbox. At the beginning of the process image is being read from the video
camera. Fig 2(a) shows the original image from video camera. After reading the image from camera,
background of the image is estimated which is shown in Fig 2(b) After the estimation of the background,
background is subtracted from the original image which is shown in Fig 2(c) After this, contrast of the image of
Fig (c) is increased which is shown in Fig 2(d). After this, a new binary image is created by thresholding the
adjusted image and noise removing of background is take place which is shown in Fig 2(e). From this binary
image, objects of the image are counted.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 2: Example of segmentation process to identify object (a) Original Image, (b) Estimated
background of the image, (c) Image after subtracting background from the original image, (d) Image after
increasing contrast, (e) Image after removing background noise.
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V.

Visitor counting system

Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of automatic visitor counting system algorithm. Video camera has been
introduced here for automatic visitor counting. The images from video camera are taken to computer via USB
connection for analysis. After getting the image from camera, background of the image is estimated for
segmentation. After performing segmentation of the images, the information are passed through a decision
making algorithm for tracking and counting the visitor to stop the counting process. Details of the process have
been discussed in the following sections.
Estimate the
background of the
image

Acquisition of Image

Yes

Performing
Segmentation

Is there any Blobs?

Track & Count

No
Stop

Figure 3: Flow chart of automatic visitor counting system

VI.

Description of the Visitor Counting System

Details process of the Visitor counting system is shown in Fig. 4 Image is the first requirement at the
starting of this visitor counting system and for this reason image has been taken from video camera and
transformed into gray-scale image for analyzing. Differencing frame of the images is the first steps of this
visitor counting algorithm. Frame differencing is the process of making pixel by pixel absolute differencing
between two consecutive frames which in turns results in a new image which depicts all the differences between
this two consecutive frames. Motion can be detected by this image difference. There must be modifications
between the consecutive frames if it's not an empty image (a full black image) so there is motion in the field of
the video camera. Background estimation is another important process of visitor counting system. A reference
image for estimating background part of the scene is created by background estimation algorithm. For detecting
and tracking moving objects the background image is necessary and this will be used to separate the background
and the foreground. Estimation of this background should be dynamic meaning background must be updated
regularly which is very important consideration for good real time visitor counting system algorithm. For
instance, if the visitor counting system is carried out in the entrance of shopping mall, some little and gradually
modifications happen throughout the day and cans parasite the visitor counting algorithm (more particularly the
background difference algorithm).

Acquisition of Image

Distinguish the frame

Counting

Tracking

Estimate background

Subtraction of the
background

Opening

Segmentation

Erosion

Figure 4. Block diagrams of the detail processes of the visitor counting system
During the days light intensity of the sun changes and for this reason some objects can be added or
removed in the scene. For this reason background estimation should be updated time to time otherwise visitor
counting algorithm will fail to detect the variations. At the very beginning of the background estimation, the
visitor counting algorithm must be certain that there is no motion in the video camera field during this time. The
reference image must be updated when there is no motion. On the other hand, if there is existence of motion in
the video camera frame, the background image must not update and should try in the next time of estimation of
the background.
After finishing the estimation of the background, the algorithm then look forward for separating the
foreground and the background. Here, at this stage of the algorithm, large variation between the present
background and the image of the video camera is represented by the foreground. Algorithm for frame
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differencing is quite similar with this process but have some differences. Frame differencing algorithm faces
some difficulties to separate the foreground and the background of the image (difference between two
consecutive frames) due to the tendency to just highlight the edges of objects in the foreground which makes the
image analysis more difficult afterwards. Standing objects can be detected by differencing algorithm which is
another limitation of this algorithm. Therefore, objects are detected by background subtraction process and
motion is detected by differencing frame in visitor counting system.
Erosion is the next morphological operation which is used for eroding away the boundaries of the
several regions of the foreground. As a result, objects of the foreground region will become smaller (some of
them will entirely be disappeared) and holes in objects will be bigger.
Combination of two basic operations Erosion and Dilatation are called opening operation and the
primary objective of this operation is to remove noise as well as separation of blobs that are linked with small
layer.
As mentioned earlier, the important steps of the image processing algorithm is the Blobs detection for
efficient tracking of the objects in scene. After analyzing binary image all the blobs can be detected. Typically,
the blobs features usually calculated are area (number of pixels which compose the blob), perimeter, location
and blob shape.
Segmentation quality maintains the performance of the blob analysis algorithm. The better the
segmentation the better blobs detection and vice versa. Due to bad segmentation, some blobs can be merged or
some extra blobs can be detected because of the different lighting condition.
Counting is another important process of visitor counting system. The counting process involves for
deciding blobs direction. This process have two different direction in case of video camera namely visitor IN
and visitor OUT. These two directions can be represented by two virtual lines. If the blobs cross the specific
virtual line the counter increase the corresponding counter value. Oppositely, if the blobs cross the other virtual
line, the counter decrease the value as it can memorize the value. In this way, visitor can be counted in specific
places.

VII.

Conclusion

The visitor counting system is combination of four subsystem of background process, segmentation,
tracking and counting. This paper shows an approach to count visitor passing through a specific place by using
video camera. This visitor counting system can be easily implemented in Matlab-Simulink programming tool
with a high configuration computer and can able to count the visitor in real time. This process can be good
alternative of the traditional sensor based visitor counting system. This system consists of several good
applications of image and video processing which are the important tolls of computer vision systems. This
visitor counting system can be utilized in several places like shopping mall, departmental store, recreational
park, railway platforms, stations and so many places for counting visitor and gather idea about the present
people in a specific place. This approach is very import for market research to analyze the effectiveness of
business policy.
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